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Abstract: Titles of articles which have been published recently by the Oughtred Society, the UK Slide Rule Collectors Circle, and the Rechenschieber Sammler
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Skid Stick No. 11

- Editorial
- 8th International Slide Rule Collectors Meeting (promotion)
- First European Slide Rule Championship (promotion)
- Eulogy for a Slide Rule
- Mark Rees 1939-2001 (Obituary)
- Musing
- UKSRC Local Meeting (report)
- New Members
- Multi-function Instruments
- Transition from boxwood to celluloid on boxwood within A W Faber

- Bookworm
- Air Navigation Computer for Leisure Aviation
- Memories of the Home Guard
- Letters
- Patents
- Help
- Lacquered Finishes
- We are not Alone...
- What should happen to my Collection (Part 2)?
- Kring
- Science Museum Library

Skid Stick No. 12 (provisional)

- Editorial
- New Members
- F-C Torda System Rule Type 371
- Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers, Paris
- Letters
- Thirty or Thirty-one Scales, F-C Novo-Duplex 2/83N
- Bookworm
- Musings
- Literature Search
- U-534

- Patents Information at the British Library
- Fairs
- IM 2003
- What should happen to my Collection (Part 3)?
- Maps
- Pastimes
- Slide Rules in the U.S.A.
- Poly-Slide Rules
- The "Stick Man"
- Sale of Picketts
- Report on IM 2002
UKSRC SLIDE RULE GAZETTE, Issue 3 - Autumn 2002

- Editorial
- Collecting ... Gauge Marks!
- Fuller Production Statistics
- “Circles of Proportion”
- An Unusual Aluminium Slide Rule
- Marine Slide Rules
- Slide Rule Advertisements
- “Scientific Publishing” Pocket Watch Calculators
- Log-Log scales and their implementation by various manufacturers
- Mear & Fearns Update
- Which Trig Scales? – take your PIC
- Production plans for the War Economy for 1944 and Production

Labels of the German Armed Forces
- A Selection of Titles held in the Blundell Archive
- An Abacus Abstract
- Blundell P Numbers
- The Relationships between deciBel, Neper and Logarithms
- A Selection of Blundell Instruction Books
- The Substance of the UK Patent System, 1600-1854
- Teaching Mathematical History
- Ten years of wood slide rules from Faber-Castell
- Index to previous issues

RS-Brief 7 (gepubliceerde aflevering)

- Rechenschieber "System Gruber"
- 350 Jahre Rechenschieber, und was die Region Zürich dazu beigetragen hat
- Rechenschieber und Normzahlen
- 10 Jahre Schichtholz-Rechenstäbe bei Faber-Castell
- Comic Geroldsgrün
- Fotos Geroldsgrün
- Identifizieren von Koch, Huxhold & Hannemann-Rechenstäben
- Merkwürdige Rechenbeispiele in Deutschen

Rechenschieberanleitungen 1930 - 1944
- Logarithmen, Normzahlen, Dezibel, Neper, Phon - natürlich verwandt!
- Comic 2
- Stromversorgung der Faber-Castell-Taschenrechner TR
- Gedruckte logarithmische Rechenskala von Loewe
- Archiv des Deutschen Museums Neuerwerbung: Firmenarchiv Dennert & Pape

RS-Brief 8 (aflevering in opbouw)

- Fotos Erfurt
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